
 SPEECH BY MR BENJAMIN WILLIAM, SINGAPORE RED CROSS SECRETARY 
GENERAL / CEO AT THE RED CROSS YOUTH WORLD RED CROSS DAY 2017 

CUM 65TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS  
AT OCBC SQUARE ON 25 MARCH 2017 AT 3PM 

 

Minister Ong Ye Kung, Minister for Education (Higher Education and Skills) & 2nd Minister 
for Defence  

Red Cross Youth Leaders and Members, 
 
Distinguished Guests, 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
Good afternoon. I would like to welcome you to the Red Cross Youth World Red Cross Day                 

2017 cum 65th Anniversary Celebrations. 

 

World Red Cross Day 

World Red Cross Day is a day to commemorate the founding of the Red Cross Movement. It is                  

a Movement that for more than 150 years has been serving the vulnerable. Born in the throes of                  

war, today the Movement provides its humanitarian services, whether in conflict zones, regions             

devastated by disasters, vulnerable communities or the needy and vulnerable within a            

community. Three times in its history, the work done by its volunteers has been recognised               

with the award of the Nobel Peace Prize (1917, 1944 and 1963). Today, it is the world’s largest                  

humanitarian and development network, with volunteers based in 190 countries. Each one of             

you is part of this global family and you can be proud of your heritage.  

 

The driving force and backbone of the Red Cross Movement are its volunteers, both adults and                

youth. With the help of volunteers across the country, the Red Cross delivers services 365 days                

a year, 24 hours a day. On World Red Cross Day, we recognise the contributions of our                 

millions of volunteers who work tirelessly to help relieve human suffering, protect human lives              

and dignity and respond to natural man-made crisis. 
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On this occasion, we would also like to recognise the contribution of our youth to the Red                 

Cross Movement in Singapore. Your unstinting dedication and invaluable contribution has           

evolved over time, to become key to the successful delivery of our humanitarian services in               

Singapore and beyond. Besides furthering the work of the Red Cross Red Crescent Movement,              

we strongly believe that in serving each one of you are being developed as a responsible                

national and global citizen.  

 

Today, we reaffirm our collective commitment to be inclusive, to empower lives and to              

enhance community resilience. On this front, I would like to mention two notable achievement              

last year. Firstly, we set up the Red Cross Youth Club at Delta Senior School, a special needs                  

vocational school - Singapore’s first inclusive club for youth with and without intellectual             

disabilities. It is an important first step towards building a broader network of Red Cross Youth                

Clubs. Secondly, we successfully set the record for Singapore’s largest simultaneous first aid             

demonstration on World First Aid Day. While the record was commendable, more importantly,             

in today’s security environment, it served as an important reminder that we all need to be                

prepared and ready to tackle emergencies. Being first aid trained, helps in managing personal              

and home medical emergencies, as well as, large civil emergencies.  

 

Remembering our Past 

The theme for this year’s World Red Cross Day event is “Building the RCY of Tomorrow”.                

But we can only build our future on the strong foundations of the past.  

 

Red Cross Youth has a rich history dating back to 1952. This year we celebrate our 65th                 

Anniversary. Over the years the Red Cross Youth Movement has grown, with just 48 Red               

Cross Junior cadets from Raffles Girls School in 1952. Our membership, mainly in the              

Secondary and Primary schools, grew to 5,250 in 1967 to 10,000 in 1975. Today it stands at                 

12,000. In 1994, we decided to expand RCY to the tertiary institutions with the Red Cross                

Humanitarian Network, which was renamed Red Cross Youth - Chapters in 2012. This has              
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provided an integrated, and seamless volunteering experience for the youth as they progress up              

the educational ladder from primary, secondary and on to tertiary education.  

 

Over the years, we have introduced many Red Cross Youth activities, programmes and syllabus              

to engage our youth and shape them into humanitarian leaders of tomorrow. In the early days,                

we initiated services like the Red Cross Library, Hospital Nursing Service. We introduced             

Youth Ambassador Blood Programme in 2014 and incorporated disaster management into the            

curriculum in 2013. Even as we introduce new activities and programmes, our mission remains              

the same - to prepare our youth to be engaged in building community resilience and to give                 

back to the society, through activities such as blood donation and donor recruitment, first aid,               

community service, and disaster management.  

 

Celebrating the Present and Building our Future 

We are proud that you, our youth, have been actively involved in spearheading significant              

efforts. The Youth Ambassadors’ Blood Programme empowers our youth to be ambassadors            

who champion blood donation at home, in their schools and in the community.  

 

Equipped with first aid skills, our youth are also a key bulwark for community resilience. In                

the event of an emergency, they can step up to render first aid for family members, schoolmates                 

and even people in the community. You can encourage your friends, family members and even               

neighbours to learn first aid. Together we can move steadily towards our goal of having a first                 

aider in every home.  

 

Besides these, our youths are also involved in community engagement activities like            

Linkamania, Project R.I.C.E+, 7 Days of Happiness and our Overseas Humanitarian           

Programmes. All these activities and initiatives enable you to engage in Community Service,             

put values into action and develop the spirit of compassion for the vulnerable.  
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Regeneration  

Regeneration is vital to maintain the vibrancy of the organisation. I am therefore happy, that               

today we welcome all the new Links from Primary Schools, Cadets from Secondary Schools,              

and Chapter members from tertiary institutions into our Singapore Red Cross family. We will              

invest much time, effort and resources to nurture you - to become responsible global citizens               

who are service ready. We hope you will embrace our Red Cross core values of passion,                

compassion and professionalism in life wherever you go, in whatever you do and whoever you               

meet. Uphold the Seven Fundamental Principles of the Red Cross Movement and serve             

humanity with impartiality, neutrality and universality. Join with others to serve the vulnerable-             

all the time, everywhere.  

 

Beyond that, maximise your time with us, pick up useful life skills through the many activities                

and programmes we organise. Learn about leadership, discipline, teamwork, camaraderie,          

resilience and perseverance, all qualities that will stand you in good stead in life.  

  

As we mark the 65th Anniversary of Red Cross Youth, we are keen to see our youths transform                  

from mere novices to humanitarian leaders who will become the future pillars of our society.               

You will become agents of positive change to inspire your friends, family and community and               

build a more gracious community.  

 

Finally, I would like to congratulate and thank the organising team of energetic and dedicated               

youth, led by Youth Leader, Ms Dhachayini. You have put in much time, effort and resources                

to plan, organise and run this event. Let’s give them a warm round of applause (applause). 

 

Happy World Red Cross Day!  Thank you.  
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